WE GET WORK FROM HOME.
Your business continuity solutions and services partner
CDW is helping organizations across various industries embrace business
continuity and empower their workforces to be productive anywhere.

WE GET
Connecting patients to communicate with family and
friends during hospital stays
Orchestrating creative solutions, like outfitting school buses to
deliver WI-FI to rural neighborhoods for remote learning access
Supporting pharmaceutical companies’ IT infrastructures
efforts to fight the global pandemic
Providing a secure and seamless streaming experience for
NFL coaches and players during the 2020 Virtual NFL Draft

Banking: Provided augmented staff for a Northeast American bank in
partnership with TEKsystems to offload the growing workload demands
and future proof their WFH strategy.
Not for Profit: Provided 500 roadside assistance workers with Lenovo
ThinkPads and accessories within a week’s time to enable their sudden
needs for a WFH strategy.
Construction: Supported a multinational construction company to
immediately enable 3,000 coworkers to collaborate via Cisco Webex
in five days.
Retail: A regional grocery store needed to support the need for curbside
delivery contactless transactions, and with CDW’s help supplied
employees with mobile Apple devices to help fill rapid incoming orders,
cut down shopper wait time, enable employee productivity.
Manufacturing: A bio-pharmaceutical company was working to find an
antiviral therapeutic solution for the global pandemic and CDW was able
to quickly provide over 100 Lenovo laptops and docking stations so that
they could continue their efforts.

Enabling retailers to deliver on contactless curbside delivery
Augmented staff to offload growing contact center
workload demands
Equipping health systems to both protect essential staff to
serve patients and connect non-essential staff to WFH
Enabling rapid WFH solutions — often in days — for thousands
of employees across all industries including large corporations,
nonprofits, transportation, and small businesses

Transportation: Equipped a freight-shipping company with WFH devices
for 700+ employees in just two days despite limited availability and
inventory delays.
Sports: Connected the players, coaches and prospects for an American
football organization to securely and seamlessly participate in the NFL
2020 Virtual Draft.
Small Business: A tech startup worked with CDW to supply their
employees with 1,400 WFH setups within their deadline of one week,
allowing the customer to deploy their entire call center workforce quickly.
Healthcare: Provided a California hospital with over 600 iPads for patients
to communicate with family and friends as well as HP laptops allowing
nonessential employees to WFH.
Education: Enabled a Southern board of education to connect their K-12
students for mandated distance learning by equipping 12 buses with
Cradlepoint to pull in a carrier signal and broadcast out Wi-Fi locally.
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For more information, please contact your CDW account manager or visit CDW.com/WFH
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